INTRODUCTION
A DAPTIVE equalization of digital data communication channels is achieved in practice using transversal equalizers with tap coefficients adjusted to minimize intersyrnbol interference in the presence of channel noise [ 1] - [12] Rapid adjustment during the transmission of a known training sequence is called for in the first instance, followed by tracking of slowly varying changes in the channel characteristics when only estimates of the message are available.
Simple stochastic approtiation (gradient type) algorithms [2] , classical least squires [8] . Kalmarz schemes that achieve a more balanced compromise between the four desirable characteristics of convergence rate, computational effort for each parameter adjustment, simplicity of implementation, and insensitivity to arithmetic precision (termed here robustness), It would be useful in some applications to be able to trade off a little in "optimaiity" or convergence rate in. say. the fast least squares (FLS) method. in exchange for simplicity of implementation and robustness.
It might be thought that the attractive state inverse (S1)
Paper approved by the Editor for Data Communication Systems of the IEEE Communications Society for publication without oral presentation. Manuscript received May 23, 1980; re}-isedApril 24, 1981 schemes of [13] could achieve useful tradeoffs. Our studies indicate that, for adaptive equalization schemes which identify the channel parameters and use schemes of [10] for equalization, the S1 approach is very attractive. However. for the schemes studied in this paper where only the equalizer coefficients are updated, the noise has an undesirable correlation with the states, and this approach has no advantages. Quantized&ate (QS) parameter update recursions as originally proposed [14] are "instrumental variable" schemes [15] save that not all the properties usually associated with instrumental variables are fully achieved. The "instrumental variable" is a clipped version of the state vector, where each element is in fact quantized, usually to two or three levels. Associated with the quantization is a reduction in complexity of the implementation for both the standard recursive scheme and the fast version. The quantized algorithms are more robust using lower precision arithmetic. The square matrices involved have the square root of the condition number of the correspon ding "error covariance" matrices in the least squares scheme. Of course. for QS schemes, there is a loss of optimality, but for the examples so far studied, the loss does not appear to be significant.
In this paper, QS schemes and derivatives are studied for application in adaptive equalization. The various tradeoffs in performance characteristics are examined via simulations for a typical telephone channel and a transversal equalizer with 20 taps. Three simplifications to the QS schemes of [14] are introduced to gain advantages in the adaptive equalization context.
A useful simplification of a QS recursive scheme in the adaptive equalization context is to calculate the gradient matrix using ordy quantized state quantities. Such a QS scheme no longer has the structure of an instrumental variable scheme. However, fast versions of this scheme appear particularly attractive for adaptive equalization.
A novel simplification for a batch processing, or a nonrecursive version of the QS scheme, is to replace asymptotically Toeplitz matrices in the calculations by Toeplitz matrices. The computational gain is significant for the small further reduction in optimalit y.
A corresponding simplification for recursive QS schemes is to replace the gradient matrix by a Toeplitz matrix, even though this matrix may be approximately Toeplitz only for the equalizer having high dimension.
In Section 11, the detaik of the algorithms are given and comparisons are made of computational effort. In Section 111. an illustrative example of adaptive equalization of a typical telephone channel is used to compare convergence rates for each of the methods, and in Section IV, what appear to be general conclusions from the simulation studied are drawn.
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II. ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION
Consider a digital data sequence {uk } transmitted over a noisy channel via an arbitra~modulation scheme. At the receiver, after some pre"fdtering and sampling. there is a scalar measurement sequence @k]. An analog estimate of {u~} based on fuk } can be achieved using an equalizer structure which seeks to eliminate intersymbol interference induced by memory in the charnel. The equalizer structure is
where the cm are the tap delay coefficients and (2N + 1) is the number of delay elements in the fiiter. Using the notation where~is some positive scalar and~k is the instrumental variable, being selected so as to be highly correlated with the states xk., but uncorrelated with the additive measurement noise. Such schemes eliminate bias due to color in the noise.
Least Squares (LS) Scheme [ 7]
Here .ik in (3) is simply taken as~k = xk. Fast versions [11 ] are denoted fast least squares (FLS). These give, typically, a factor of six gain in speed [12] .
Quantized-State (QS) Schemes [14]
The selection of YA in the IV algorithm as a clipped version of xk is termed a QS1 algorithm. In particular, the ith element of ik is t] with the sign taken as the sign of the ith element of xk, Here, ik is nOt Stricdy an ifNtWtWIItd variable, but can be viewed as having instrumental variable-like properties, in that~k is somewhat correlated with xk and yet masks some of the correlation ofxk with any measurement noise.
A simplification of the QS1 scheme is now termed QS2:
(4a) where prime denotes transpose, then flk = O'xk. Also, let us denote the dimension of xk as n = 2N + 1.
&-l =~k_~-l +?k~k' (4b) The parameter vector 6 can be estimated adaptively to minimize the error between ti~and tik. Let ok denote the 'r estimate of the vector 0 at time k, Using a test sequence with {uk} how'n, the adaptive equalizer adJLMts ek tCJsome "Op-~k
timum" value if possible at some time T. Subsequently, uk k typic~y replaced by an estimate uke obtained from fik by For this scheme, standard techniques can be employed to enpassing through a threshold. or maximum likelihood detector, sure that~k >0.
and the 19k are adjusted to track variations in the channel There is a small computational advantage in both QS1 and QS2 over the least squares schemes since multiplications are characterist its.
To set the stage for our novel equalizer schemes, let us rereplaced by additions at some points of the calculation-see call the simplest scheme. Here,
(2) . where~k is a decreasing sequence satisfying~Yk = 'n, &k2 <wand '9k 'A denotes the tap gain estimates.
lNext, let us consider the general class of instrumental variable parameter estimation schemes.
Instrumental Vatible (IV) Scheme [15]
Here, Remark 1: In the following, we provide an alternative interpretation for the QS2 algorithm which will also prove useful in justifying a subsequent Toeplitz approximation tõ k. In [13] , a close relationship is established between the SA and I-S algorithms. Thus, the SA algorithm in a transformed state space and a corresponding transformed parameter space With the transformed state given by Lkxk is e@Vident to thẽ dgorithrn, provided that Lk 'Lk is the sample estimate of L'L, the inverse covariance matrix of xk. Effectively, the transformation Lk orthonormalizes the directions~k for increasing the speed of convergence to its optimum value.
In exactly the same manner, the QS2 algorithm can be interpreted as an "optimum" algorithm obtained from the following simpler algorithm [1] :
by an orthonormalizing transformation. This simpler algoor rithm can be made in convergence rate close to the SA algorithm by a proper choice of~k as given by~k =~k~with a = [14, ref. 9 ] for details). Thus, with an orthonormalizing transformation on~-k, one would expect that the
(3c) resulting QS2 algorithm would be close in convergence rate to 
Fast Quantized State Schemes (FQS)
The above QS schemes. although requiring marginally less computational effort than the LS schemes, still are of order (n2). However, just as fast versions of the LS scheme exist of order (1 On) [11] , so fast versions of the QS scheme can be devised using the same principles. The fast schemes corresponding to QS1 and QS2 are denoted FQSI and FQS2. The details for FQS2, for example, are straightforward. In the algorithm of [1 1] ,xk is simply replaced by~k so that some multiplications, which require high precision arithmetic, are replaced by additions.
Alternative fast schemes proposed in this paper using Toeplitz matrix approximations are now studied.
Toeplitz Quantized State (TQS) Recursive Scheme
In these novel schemes, termed TQS 1 and TQS2, the gradient matrices Qk and ok are replaced by Toeplitz matrices Tk and~k which are considerably simpler to calculate than are Qk,~k.
In c~c~ating
Tk, 'k, the recursions for Qk,~k are employed, but only the fust row and column are updated. There is no explicit relationship between Q~and & and Tk and~k . Thus,
For the TQS2 scheme jrr (5c) ordy the first row is updated, shce~k is symmetric. Thus,
Remark 2: To see the computational advantages achieved by replacing ok by a Toeplitz matrix~k, note that the update (6a) requires additions of order rr2 and multiplications of order n. It would thus be desirable to 'make an approximation of Qk such that its update also requires the same order of computations. To see that [6b) achieves this objective, note the following order of computations: rr2 additions n multiplications n multiplications (n+ 1) multiplications to obtain the correction in the fiist row of~~_, Update (6c) is merely symbolic and does not require any real computations.
Remark 3: For the case of QSI algorithms. the appropriate approximating matrix must be a nons}mrnetric matrix. Thus, with the Toeplitz approximation. both the first row and the f~st column of the matrix need to be evaluated. The computation of the fust column requires the same number of computations as for the TQS2 algorithm. However, the evacuation of the fmt row requires the computation of Xk'Tk _~The direct computation of xk'Tk _l requires rr2 multiplications, but exploiting the Toeplitz structure of~k _~and the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can achieve this computation in order n logz (2rr) operations.
Remark 4: It is reasonable to assert that if the matrix k~k updated according to (4c) asymptotically approaches a Toeplitz matrix~, then the matrix Tk updated by (6b) and (6c) will approach @/k. Thus, in this case, the approximation error was incurred due to the use of (6)'s approaches to O as k + m. Ifĩ s approximately Toeplitz, then the matrix~k would equal~k within this degree of appro.ximation as k + M. Obviously, the same reasoning applies with respect to matrices Qk and Tk. That~k approaches a Toeplitz matrix under reasonable assumptions on the signal model is shown below.
Remark 5: To see that the~k matrix in (4) approaches a Toepfitz matrix, observe that the corresponding L transformation introduced in Remark I approaches a Toeplitz matrix if the dimension n of~k approaches~and {jk} is a stationary process or is stationary over short periods, In such a situation, each row of L corresponds to a shifted version of the discrete impulse response {hk } of the time-invariant, noncausal (inftite delay A() whitening falter for the process {~k}. One can easily see that the rows of J!.'L correspond to shifted versions of {hk~h_k. } (~denotes convolution), and thus L'L is a Toeplitz matrix. Since~k~l~k. = Lk'L~is a sample estimate of L 'L, one may replace Qk also by a Toeplitz matrix. For ftite but large n, however.~k wti be ordy approximately Toeplitz.
Remark 6: The above reasoning has shown that the TQS algorithms are the reasonable approximations of the least square algorithm. Their convergence could possibly be established without recourse to such a relation. However, such a convergence anrdysis from our present perspective seems to be intractable due to a model approximation involved in the estimator/predictor structure resulting in additive colored noise. (h optimal infinite dimensional equalizer structure is being approximated by a finite Iength structure.) This lack of a complete mathematical analysis has been partly offset by the computer simulations of Section III.
Remark 7: Most of the computations required in the TQS algorithm (especially so for the TQS2) are additions as against multiplications for the least square algorithm. Hence, the algorithms are more robust compared to the LS algorithm when low precision arithmetic is used for implementation. Furthermore, these algorithms offer simplicity in their implementation as onfy one row of the matrix Tk needs to be stored in the computer memory as against the storage of the complete matrix for other algorithms.
Batch processing QS schemes exploiting the properties of Toeplitz matrices can also be derived.
Toeplitz Quantized State Batch Processing Scheme
In batch processing, the parameter estimates are updated as required from a solution of Qk -16kQ51 =~ik~iui for QS1. 'The matrix Qk -1 under ergodicity is, in fact, asymptotically Toeplitz, approaching EIIx'] .
It therefore makes sense to simplify the calculations by replacing Qk-1 by an asymptotic version which is Toeplitz, for then the solution for Qk Qs 1 requires less computational effort. We propose to replace Qk -1 by a Toeplitz matrix~k as follows. Recalling that rk is fully specified from itS fwst row and column,
Thus, our novel scheme is to solve the following equation as required for the tap gains denoted here ok 'Qs] (batch):
We see that 6k 'QS1 (batch) =~k -lQk-l OkQ~J assuming that the inverses exist. Also, sufficient conditions for 19k'Qsl (batch) to converge to 6kQs * ask + m are that the processes be ergodic (or asymptotical y ergodic), for then Qk -1 + ,E'[=x'] (Toeplitz),~k + E[ix'] , and 7kQk -+ I as k + 00. The convergence of ok'Qs 1 to the optimal par~eter vector (see the Appendix for proof) then implies the convergence of (?kTQs 1 to the optimal value.
The inversion of a Toeplitz matrix requires an order of 2n2 multiplications compared to (1/2)n3 otherwise [1 6]. Actually, fast versions of order rr(log rr)2 multiplications exist for inverting a Toeplitz matrix [17] , but it turns out that the lower order term coefficients are large so that the schemes are not competitive for n <70 (approximate).
If the parameters are updated periodically, say at every n time imstants, then the computational effort is of order 2n multiplication-see Table I for details. IEEE TRANSACTIONSON COMMuNICATIONS,VOL. COM-29,NO. 10,OCTOBER 1981 Computational Effort Comparison The QS1 recursive schemes, even with the Toeplitz approximation, require order (n2 ) computations. With the application of FFT algorithms [18] to the multiplications of a Toeplitz matrix with a vector in (5b) of TQS1, an order (n 1og2n) can be achieved. However, this will not be attractive except for large values of n (say n > 70).
In contrast, the batch processing versions of the QS1 schemes are very attractive. If. for example, the matrix is inverted only every 100 iterations for the system with n = 20, the effective computations are only 2n multiplications per iteration. In problems such as adaptive equalizations where Qk -1 approaches a Toeplitz matrix, TQSI can be employed and inversion can be carried out by fast algorithms such as the Trench algorithm, resulting in significant computational savings .
Robustness Comparison
In addition to computational simplifications, the novel schemes have robustness advantages compared to FLS schemes. This occurs due to the fact that many computations in the algorithm now involve only a binary quantity having Value il rather than any real value. The implementation of the TQS scheme is certainly more direct than the FLS scheme. Thus, the information about parameter adjustment is completely contained in the matrix T, whereas in FLS, several intermediate quantities bearing no direct relation with the gain sequence of interest have to be computed and cumulative computational error may be more serious. 2 A crude rating system is used in Table II to indicate the computational requirements, convergence speed, algorithm complexity, and robustness aspects of the various algorithms.
The rating for the robustness is based mainly upon the number of multiplications required in each iteration of the algorithm. For the fast algorithms, simulation experience of [12] has also been considered. For the simplicity rating of the algorithms, various parameters such as computer storage and program complexity are considered. Thus, TQS algorithms having a storage requirement less than LS and QS algorithms get intermediate rating. Fast versions of the LS and QS algorithms require ordy modest storage, these having relatively complex updates. The overall rating in Table II is thus mostly of a subjective nature.
Algorithm Convergence
Simulations in the next section show the usefulness of the algorithms and their convergence properties. A full convergence theory as one would like for all schemes is elusive, but some theories which support the algorithms are given in the Appendix.
1 As earlier, here robustness is taken to imply insensitivity tO 10W order precision in the arithmetic.
z In [ 12] , serious problems with FLS were noted unless the order of precision in the arithmetic was at least 12 bits, whereas for SA the order could be as low as 4 bits. I~""" ,.
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Vector Measurement Case
In this section, we have concentrated only upon the scalar measurement use with the state xk a moving average of a scalar yk. However, the ideas of this paper are directly applicable to situations with vector measurement case and when Xk is a moving average of a vector quantity. The Toeplitz approximation algorithms for this case are obtained by replacing the Toeplitz matrix by a block Toeplitz matrix in the algorithms above.
III SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the various algorithms presented in the earlier sections are simulated for the case of a channel with characteristics typical of those used in the earlier literature [7] . A binary data sequence generated by a feedback shift register of period 127 is used in the simulation. An equalizer with 19 taps is used. A high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) case of 30 dB is studied with a low SNR case of 23 dB. The taps of the equalizer are initially set to zero, although some improvement could be expected if the center tap is initially taken as unit y.
The value of -yk for the gradient algorithm is taken to be 0.002 over the finite time period studied. This is near optimum for the convergence [7] . All the other algorithms use an exponential weighting constant K taking values of 0999, 0995, or 099. Normally, the lower value of K is associated with faster convergence, though, for some of the algorithms, the difference in convergence rates for these values of K may be only marginal.
Figs. 1-4 plot the various convergence results for the low signal-tomoise ratio condition, while Figs. 5-8 plot the results for high signal-to-noise ratio case. A study of these figures reveals that, during the initial transient period, the novel
\h-
,.r. algorithms have only a nominal difference in convergence rates from those for the LS3 schemes. The convergence does not depend significantly upon the value of K. In [6] it has been shown that, in the Goddard's (least squares) algorithm, there is an initial phase during which the error converges at a factorial rate, an interrnediat e phase where the rate is exponential, and a final phase where the rate is l//c It appears that the algorithms of this paper also exhibit the same 3 Rtit FLS isequivalent to LS as far aa convergence rate is conaxned.
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,, "r ,Tfl,-,ms -. factorial and exponential mode, even though this is not rigorously proved here. This is in contrast to the gradient algorithm which does not have such a rapid initial convergence mode. Of course, after the initial phase, there is a noticeable difference among the various algorithms, including the least squares algorithm, and there is also a dependence on the convergence rate of the exponential factor K, particularly for the QS2 and TQS2 algorithms. In general, for lower values of K, convergence is faster, but the steady-state errors are greater. A switching of K between two different values may achieve improved performance. Some of the results of interest about the convergence of the algorithms are summarized in Tables 111and IV. AS may  be inferred from Table 111 , the equalizer taps achieve about 1 percent mean-square error in about 200 iterations for LS and QSI algorithms, the rate being the same when QS1 is implemented in the batch processing mode. However, approximating the matrix by a Toeplitz matrix in the batch processing algorithm degrades the convergence by 80 iterations. With the Toeplitz approximation in the recursive algorithm TQS1, the convergence time is 360 iterations, whereas for the TQS2 algorithms, this time is 680 iterations. This is still vastly superior to the gradient algorithm where the convergence time is 4000 iterations. Thus, for our channel, the TQS2 algorithm is three times slower than LS, but is about six times faster than the gradient algorithm. Roughly the same can be said for the high signal-tomoise ratio case as shown in Table 111 -b. AU these algorithms achieve higher than 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio at the equalizer output within 200 iterations as compared to 3 dB for the gradient algorithm. Thus, the training sequence length can be restricted to about 200 iterations, a subsequent , ,.. ;. specified probability of bit error. This is so because, at this point, the eye is essentially open in most cases of practical interest. Hence, further reduction of the mean-square error yields only a very small improvement in system performance in terms of average probability of bit error. The relative performance of the various algorithms with respect to this criterion is in the same order as with respect to the earlier criterion of total convergence time. Furthermore, the initial rate of convergence can be improved by using a lower value of exponential weighting constant K (say. K = 095) in the first 200 iterations followed by a higher value of K (K = 0.999) . A simple estimate of the mean-square error at the equalizer output -E[ek2 ] is obtained as I/m Zi. om~k_i2 where ek is the actual error at time k. The value of m is taken to be 100 for the SA gradient algorithm and 10 for other algorithms.
Notice that in the batch processing algorithm, the computation of the estimate of E[ek2 ] is done on the basis of the parameter estimate at time (k -20), as would be the case in an actual implementation. adaptation being performed through a decision feedback mechanism.
The estimation error convergence results are summarized in Table IV -a and b. The convergence point is taken when the error estimate fluctuations become symmetric about the steady-state error achieved. Thus. in the QSl and LS algorithms, even though the error is fairly small after 200 iterations, our convergence point is at 500 iterations. Notice that the difference in the convergence time in terms of estimation error is much less than with respect to parameter estimation error, In rough terms, the novel algorithms have convergence times between a factor of one to a factor of two of the optimal algorithms, whereas the gradient algorithm may be ten times $ower than the optimal one. Notice also that the steadystate error obtained with K < 1 is only marginality higher than the minimum achievable error shown by a horizontal dotted line in the figures.
Another performance index of interest for these algorithms is the number of iterations taken to achieve a certain signal to residual distortion ratio (say, 10 dB) corresponding to some
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has presented adaptive equalizer schemes which achieve, to a high degree, the speed advantages of fast least squares and the simplicity and robustness advantages of stochastic approximation (gradient ) schemes. These properties are achieved using quantization and Toeplitz approximation techniques. Further work is required concerning the strong convergence properties of the new schemes. Simulations suggest that the algorithms converge under a wider range of conditions than under the ergodicity assumptions of the paper; however, standard" convergence theory techniques are not directly applicable.
APPENDIX COFJJERGENCE RESULTS
In this section, we show that. under ergodicity assumptions. the quantized state algorithm converges to the optimal equalizer. i.e., the tap gains of the equalizer converge to those obtained 'by the least squares algorithm. To achieve this result, we exploit an expression for the message {uk) as 
Ergodicity Assumptions on {u(T).~(t)}
The processes {u(t),~(r)} are here assumed to be strictly stationary and ergodic with zero mean (without loss of generalit y). Strict stationarit y results if {y(r)} [or{u(l)} ] is Gaussian and wide sense stationary. while ergodicity results if the following spectral conditions are satisfied, given in a fundamental theorem from [19] Theorem 1: Suppose there is given a normal wide sense stationary process which satisfies the condition that E{ l~r) 1} <~and has continuous sample functions [satisfied under mild restrictions on the covariance function r(r)] Suppose also that the function
is everywhere continuous where F(A) is the spectral distribution function of {y (?)j. Then {j(t): is ergodic.
Thus, {y(t)} is strictly stationary and ergodic if it is Gaussian and, in loose terms, has a continuous spectrum, a condition satisfied in the present situation. A derived process {~(n} is now of interest as defined in the following fundamental theorem from [19] .
Theorem 2: If q is a random variable taking values~(~) for a particular realization u = y(t) where {y(t)} is stationary and ergodic, and we define the shift transform of~by *V = tia,) with U, = y (r + 7). then the random process defined by V(T, w) = P,n = n(%) is rdso strictly stationary and ergodic.
As a consequence of the above theorem, and the stationarit y and ergodicity assumption on {y(t), u(t)}, the processes u(t) and g(?) defined by
u(t) = u(f) -X'(f)e *, g(t) = y(t) Sgn y(f + 7)
are also stationary and ergodic for a fued but arbitrary 7. A key result to be used in our convergence analysis follows from the Birkoff-Khirrtchine ergodic theorem stated below [19] as follows.
Theorem 3: If~k is a sampled version of any strictly stationary and ergodic process f(z) and satisfies the condition E[ l$k 1] <'='. then
The application of Theorems 1-3 now yields the following convergence result.
Convergence Result
Theorem 4: The quantized state aIgorithm QSI of Section II. with the processes {u(t), y(t)} stationary and ergodic, converges almost surely to the optimal equalizer setting.
Proofi In its nonrecursive form. the QSI algorithm is given by and the estimation error~,n is given by Recill that xj' = &,+AV.J~j+~,_l , '-..~j-~] ml~j' =~j+~'j -- Vj+a~-l , """, -~j-~] where .~j+N = S9 [vj+N] .
We see that the elements of the matrti (l/m~j=l '~jxl') 
Remarks: 9
1) The above results have direct application to the conver-g ence of the TQS1 (batch) scheme since, as we have seen, under ergodicit y 8k 'Qsl(batch) +6k Qs1mk+~. 2) The above convergence theorem, we believe, can be I generalized for @mixing process rather than stationary ergodic~ processes, but the technical arguments are beyond the scope of this paper.
3) The fact that the noise L+ is colored means that convergence proofs based on the martingale convergence theorem which do not rely on ergodicity are not directly applicable.
4) Developing a convergence theory for the recursive Toeplitz quantized state schemes is an area for future research.
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